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Introduction 

 

With a population of 2.2million, Nagoya. The capital of Aichi Prefecture is the core city of 

Japan’s fourth largest metropolitan area. 

 

As commerce, industry, and culture flourished in the Edo Period, Nagoya grew into 

a thriving metropolis. Nagoya has continued to grow since Ieyasu Tokugawa, founder of the 

Tokugawa Shogunate Government, built Nagoya Castle in 1612. 

A culture and tradition of manufacturing blossomed during the Meiji Period and is still 

developing today. 

 

Nagoya is conveniently located at the top of Ise Bay, a train or car ride away from many spots 

of historical, and cultural interest. The old Tokaido and Nakasendo Highways, which 

connected Kyoto and Tokyo in the days before rail, are easily accessible for a day trip from 

Nagoya. 

 

This guide has been prepared for foreign residents of Nagoya and visitors who are interested 

in exploring local tourist attractions, on and off the beaten path. This guide is one of a series of 

walking guides which cover various areas in and surrounding Nagoya. 

 

Contained in this guide is a model walking route for specified area. You will find  

a number of points of cultural and historical interest, situated in and near the specified location. 

A short explanation of the history of each point has also has been included. 

 

We hope that you find this guide useful.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nagoya International Center 
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About the Nakasendo Highway 

 

 

       The old Nakasendo Highway map showing each shukuba village 

 

The Tokugawa Government constructed two main highways, the Nakasendo and the Tokaido 

between Edo (now Tokyo) and Kyoto during the Edo Period. 

The Nakasendo Highway ran through the central Japan including mountainous regions. 

The Tokaido Highway ran along coast of the Pacific Ocean from Edo to Kyoto. The 

Nakasendo Highway was approximately 550 kilo meters long. The Tokugawa Government set 

up 69 shukuba villages (stages) and the ichiri-tsuka on the Nakasendo Highway between Edo 

and Kyoto at the beginning of the Edo Period. 

An ichiri-tsuku was a marker (much like a mile post) set up at regular intervals of 3.9 km along 

the Nakasendo Highway. The ichiri-zuku were set up at the beginning of the Edo Period by 

the Tokugawa Government and marked the distance from Edo. 

The Tokugawa Government obligated each shukuba village (stage) to build the following 

accommodation facilities: 

 

Honjin:  (本陣 ) 

Only court nobles, district lords, and hatamoto (direct retainers of the Shogun) were allowed 

to stay overnight stay at honjin (officially appointed inns). Of course ordinary people were not 

allowed to use them. It was therefore required that whoever managed the honjin needed to 

have strong financial power, and the inns were passed down through the family. 

 

Waki Honjin:  (脇本陣) 

The waki-honjin assisted the honjin when honjin could not afford to accommodate everyone.  

Samurai were allowed to stay at the waki honjin. 

 

Hatago & Kichinyado:  (旅籠 & 木賃宿) 

There were two kinds of inns during the Edo Period, hatagoya and kichinyado, which ordinary 
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people made use of for their overnight stay. 

Hatagoya was accommodation that came with meals. Kichinyado was accommodation in 

which travelers and salesmen brought their own food and paid only a firewood expense in 

stead of a room charge. 

 

Tonyaba:   (問屋場)  

A station where horses were stationed to handle cargo for upper- class travelers including 

court nobles, officials, and federal lords. 

 

Kosatsuba:  (高札場) 

A kosatsuba - contemporary public bulletin-board - was set up in each shukuba (stage) and 

each village by the Tokugawa shogunate for travelers and villagers. 

 

Masukata   (枡形) 

The shukuba village was also constructed with the aim of defending the Tokugawa 

Government. In order to prevent infiltration by enemy troops, the Tokugawa Government 

made a main road curved at right angle in each shukuba village. 

 

The Nakasendo Highway was used by not only ordinary travelers but also a lot of district lords 

accompanied by many samurai followers owing to the Sankin-kotai law (daimyo’s 

alternate-year residence in Edo) during The Edo Period. 

However it was the daughter of the Emperor, Kazunomiya, who was the most famous among 

these travelers. She traveled to Edo from Kyoto when she married a member of Tokugawa 

family at end of the Edo Period. On the way to Edo along the Nakasendo Highway she left 

behind various writings at many sites where she had a night stay or rest.  
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Part 1: Sanjo-Ohashi Bridge in Kyoto to Otsu-shuku - 14.73km 

 

 Sanjo-Ohashi Bridge (三条大橋) 

 

 

    Historic Sanjo-Ohashi Bridge 

 

Present day Sanjo-Ohashi Bridge 

 

Sanjo-Ohashi Bridge was a departure point for  

travelers to go to Edo from Kyoto, and was also a 

terminal point for both the Nakasendo and the 

Tokaido routes. Travelers who arrived at 

Sanjo-Ohashi Bridge after a great struggle of long 

distance walking from Edo experienced a feeling of 

relief and pleasure.  

The Sanjo-Ohashi Bridge crosses the Kamogawa 

River. 

 

 

Statues of Yaji-san & Kita-san  (弥次､喜多像) 

 

Erected at the edge of the river are statues of two 

men, Yaji-san and Kita-san, who were heroes of a 

novel written by Jipensha Ikku, one of the most 

popular authors during the Edo Period. 

 

 

 

Kame-no-mizu Fudoson Temple  (亀の水不動尊) 

   

 

 In front of small temple   

 

The Kame-no-mizu Hudoson temple, was the first 

staging post from Sanjo-Ohashi. Here clean and 

fresh water flows out of the mouth of a turtle statue. 

Travelers from Edo or eastern districts took a rest 

drinking water here. 
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 Imperial Mausoleum of Tenchi-Tenno Emperor (天智天皇陵) 

 

This is the Imperial mausoleum of Tenchi- 

Tenno Emperor, who was the 38th emperor (626 – 

671 AD).  

 

Ruin of Osaka-no- seki    (逢坂の関址) 

 

Osaka-no-seki was a checking station, strategically 

located where the two main highways, the 

Nakasendo and the Tokaido, converged. This 

checkpoint was built in Mount Osaka about 1300 

years ago. 

 

 Gesshinji  (月心寺) 

 

 

Gesshinji was a luxurious house which was used as 

a resort house by a painter during the Meiji Period. It 

is said that the garden is blessed with gorgeous 

scenery.  

 

Semimaru Shrine  (蝉丸神社) 

 

 

 

 

The Semimaru Shrine was a shrine sacred to the 

memory of Semimaru - a blind master of the Biwa 

musical instrument about 1000 years ago. 

The shrine had the authority to issue certificates for 

music at the time. 
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Otsu-shukuba village (stage)  (大津宿) 

Otsu-shuku was the 53rd shukuba village along the Tokaido Highway, and the 69 th shukuba 

village along the Nakasendo Highway. Now Otsu-shuku village is located in Otsu, Shiga 

Prefecture (滋賀県大津市). It had been very prosperous, and has the biggest population of the 

53 shukuba villages along the Tokaido Highway, as it was both a shukuba village and a port 

town of Lake Biwa, through which many various goods were transported. 

However, now the landscape has changed to an area of Otsu city office building and there is 

nothing left of the old shukuba village. 

             

                  Scenery of Otsu-shukuba village 

 

Gichuji Temple    (義仲寺) 

 

 
Gate of Gichuji Temple   

 

 

There is a grave of Kiso Yoshinaka in the temple. He 

was a samurai from the Kiso area. He participated in 

the destruction of the Heike family who had 

controlled the capital city Kyoto in those days. 

However, he was in turn killed by Yoshitsune 

Minatomo. 

The temple also holds the grave of Matsuo Basho, 

the most famous haiku poet during The Edo Period. 

 

 

This section of the walk concludes here. 

 

Access: 

Otsu-shuku village:    JR Otsu Station (JR Tokaido Line) 
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Part 2: Otsu-shuku to Kusatsu-shuku - 13.85 km 

 

 Start from Gichuji Temple 

 

 Gate of Wada Shrine 

 

On this second walking tour on the Nakasendo 

Highway, start from Gichuji Temple and stop by 

Wada shrine. The main shrine was built up during 

Kamakura period (about 820 years ago) and is 

assigned as an important cultural property by the 

Japanese government.  There is a big ginkgo tree 

in the shrine ground, which is said to be 600 to 650 

years old. 

 

 Ruin of Zeze Castle  （膳所城址） 

 

Stone well of old Zeze Castle 

 
Castle gate of old Zeze Castle 

Zeze castle was built up by Ieyasu Tokugawa in 1601 on the shores of Lake Biwa (the largest 

lake in Japan) after he won the Battle of Sekigahara. However, the castle was torn down in 

1870 when the Tokugawa government switched to the Meiji government. Now, the castle has 

been converted to Zeze Park. 

 

 Shinotsu-jinsha Shrine & Zeze-jinsha Shrine （篠津神社、膳所神社）  

There were three castle gates in the old Zeze castle. Two gates were respectively 

reconstructed at Shinotsu-Jinsha shrine and Zeze-Jinsha shrine which are located nearby the 

ruins of Zeze Castle. 

 

 Zeze-jinsha Shrine 

           

             Shinotsu-jinsha Shrine 
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Seta-no-Karahashi Bridge  （瀬田の唐橋） 

Seta-no-Karahashi Bridge stretches over the Setakawa River which is the only river flowing 

out from Lake Biwa. In ancient times this area was an important security checkpoint for the 

old capital city of Kyoto. 

 

Seta-no-Karahashi Bridge 

Because, there were only two ways to come to Kyoto 

from eastern districts; one was navigating over Lake 

Biwa by boat and the other by crossing the 

Seta-no-Karahashi Bridge. 

 

 

 

 

 

Noji-no-Ichiritsuka  （野路の一里塚） 

 

Noji-no-Ichiritsuka 

Ichiritsuka was a milestone marker which Tokugawa 

Shogunate built every 1 里 (about 3.9 km) along 

both the Nakasendo Highway and the Tokaido 

Highway, which respectively started from 

Nihon-bashi Bridge in Edo.  Ichiritsuka was built 

with a large tree planted into a large mound.  

The Noji-no-Ichiritsuka was 119th milestone from the 

Nihonbashi bridge in Edo. 

 

 

Kusatsu-shuku Village ( Stage ) （草津宿） 

Kusatsu-shukuba village was the 68th shukuba village (stage) along the Nakasendo Highway 

from Edo and also the 52nd shukuba village (stage) along the Tokaido Highway from Edo. 

Kusatsu-shukuba village was the junction of two big Highways, the Nakasendo and the 

Tokaido when travelers headed for Edo district from Kyoto. That was called “ Oiwake” (forked 

road ). 

 

Landscape of Kusatsu-shuku village. 

 

The Kusatsu-shuku village is now located in 

Kusatsu, Shiga Prefecture. During the Edo Period 

Kusatsu-shuku village had two Honjin, two Waki 

honjin, 72 Hatago, 586 houses, and 2,351 people. 
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Honjin owned by the Tanaka Family  （田中家の本陣） 

It was said that there were two honjin in Kusatsu-shukuba village. This is one of two honjin 

that has been almost completely preserved. The books registering many famous samurai and 

federal lords that stayed here are still kept in a good condition. 

 

 

Front gate of Honjin House    

                  

 

Daimyo’s (Federal lord) living room 

 

 Kosatsuba   (高札場) 

 
Kosatsuba  

Kosatsuba (bulletin board) was kept nearby honjin 

displaying information issued by Tokugawa 

Shogunate. 

 

 Stone guidepost    (道標) 

 

Stone guidepost 

During the Edo Period a forked road was called 

“ Oiwake “.  This shukuba village was a pit stop on 

the Nakasedo Highway and the Tokaido where 

travelers went towards Edo (Tokyo) from Kyoto. 

 

This section of the walk concludes here. 

Access: 

Otsu-shuku village: JR Otsu Station (JR Tokaido Line) 

Kusatsu-shuku village: JR Kusatsu Station (JR Tokaido Line) 
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Part 3: Kusatsu-shuku to Kagamino-shuku  - 13.85 km 

 

Start from Kusatsu-shuku village 

 

Guidepost combined with night light 

The previous (second) leg ended at a place where 

an old stone lantern-lit guidepost was erected in 

Kusatsu Shukuba Village. The guidepost indicates 

the parting of two highways, the Nakasendo and the 

Tokaido. The stone guidepost was built in 1816. 

 

 

 New Guidepost 

 

New Guidepost 

Following the Nakasendo Route, you will eventually 

come to Zenkakuji Temple. In front of this Temple is 

another stone guidepost that also indicates the 

parting of the Nakasendo and the Tokaido. 

This guidepost was constructed by the recently- 

established Meiji government in 1886 when the new 

Tokaido Highway was being constructed. 

 

 

Taiho-jinsha Shrine    (大宝神社) 

 

  Main gate of Taiho-jinsha Shrine 

The main shrine of Taiho-Jinsha Shrine was 

constructed in the middle of the Kamakura Period 

(about 830 years ago ) and is now designated as an 

important cultural property by the Japanese 

government. 
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Hike-poetry Monument 

     Hike-poetry Monument 

A monument was put up on the Taiho-jinsha  

shrine’s grounds, on which a haiku poem composed 

by Matsuo Basho was engraved. He composed the 

poem when he took a rest at a tea house around 

there. 

 

Imasato-no-Ichiritsuka - Milestone (今里の一里塚) 

 

     Imasato-no-Ichiritsuka  

Ichiristuka was a milestone which was set up every 

one ’ri’ ((里) an old unit of measurement in Japaan 

equivalent to about 3.9 km) along the Nakasendo 

Highway from Edo (now Tokyo) during the Edo 

period.  Ichiritsuka was originally built with a big 

mound where a big nettle tree was planted. 

Imasato-No-Ichiritsuka was 128th 

ichiritsuka (milestone) along the Nakasendo 

Highway from Edo.   

 

 

Moriyama-shuku Village - Stage (守山宿) 

Moriyama-shuku village was the 67th shukuba village from Edo (now Tokyo) along the 

Nakasendo Highway and was located only about 4 km from the next stage at Kusatsu-shuku 

village, although it is said that distances between two shukuba villages (stages) were much 

longer than 4km during the Edo Period. Moriyama-shuku village was categorized as a 

shukuba village by the Tokugawa Shogunate in 1642, which means that Moriyama-shuku was 

set up later than other shukuba villages. As the neighboring Kusatsu-shuku village was 

located at the parting of the Nakasendo and Tokaido highways, it was always crowded with 

travelers. The distance between Kyoto and Moriyama-Shukuba Village was approximately 32 

km along the Nakasendo Highway. Many travelers who left Kyoto in the morning used to 

spend the first night of their trip in Moriyama-shukuba village. Now Moriyama-shuku village is 

located in Moriyama, Shiga prefecture (滋賀県守山市).  
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Landscape of Moriyama-shuku village 

The following accommodation facilities probably 

once existed in the Moriyaya-shuku village during 

Edo period:  Two Honjin, one Waki honjin, and 30 

hatago. 

Unfortunately, none of these have survived along the 

Nakasendo Highway. 

 

 

Sakurabasama Historical Park   (桜生史跡公園 ) 

 

  Sakurabasama Historical Park 

Around this area several tomb mounds were 

discovered. Three tomb mounds named 

Kabutoyama, Maruyama, and Tenozan are 

preserved in the Sakurabasama Historical Park. 

Anyone may visit these tomb mounds. 

 

 

Tomb of Taira Munemori  ( 平宗盛の墓 ) 

 

 

 

At end of the Heian Period about 830 years ago, a 

civil war broke out between the Heike and Genji 

families in Japan.  Around that time the Heike family 

had ruled Japan, but they were defeated at that 

battle by Genji Clan, thus ruling Japan during the 

Kamajura Period (1183-1333).    

Taira Munemori, a commander-in-chief of Heike 

family was killed at this battle around this area.  

 

Kagami-no-Sato Shuku  (鏡の里宿 ) 

Kagami-no-Sato Shukuba was not actually authorized by the Tokugawa Government, who 

strictly regulated shukuba villages in order to protect each village’s interest. 

Kagami-no-Sato shuku was not authorized as a shukuba village, but was admitted as a 

Tateba-Chaya (立場茶屋). Tateba (立て場) were constructed as a rest facility in case the next 

shukuba village was located far away or on a rough mountain path. The distance between 

Moriyama-shuku village (守山宿) and the next, Busa-shuku village (武佐宿), was great.  

Therefore, the Kagami-no-sato shukuba village was allowed to have the same 
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accommodation facilities as a normal shukuba village, such as the honjin, the waki honjin, and 

hatago by the Tokugawa shogunate. 

 

This section of the walk concludes here. 

 

 

Access:  

Moriyama-shuku village:  JR Moriyama Station (JR Tokaido Line) 

Kusatsu-shuku village:    JR Kusatsu Station (JR Tokaido Line) 
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Part 4: Kagami-no-shuku-鏡の宿 to Echigawa-shuku-愛知川宿 - 18.09 km 

 

Start from Kagami-no-Sato Shuku Village  (鏡の里宿) 

The third and previous leg ended at Kagami-no-sato shuku village (stage). This 4th 

walking leg on the Nakasendo Highway starts from Kagami-no-sato shuku and stops by 

Kagami-jinsha Shrine which is located in front of starting point across the road. 

Kagami-no-sato shuku was not authorized as a shukuba villag, but was admitted as a 

Tateba-Chaya. Tateba was constructed as a rest facility in case the next shukuba village 

was located far away or on a rough mountain pass. 

 

 Kagami-jinsha shrine  (鏡神社) 

 

 

    Main shrine 

The roof of main shrine was built up with 

kokera-buki (こけら葺), which were made by 

thin boards which were piled on top of another.  

It is said that the main shrine was constructed 

about 700 years ago and is assigned as an 

important cultural property by Japanese 

Government. The shrine had a relation with 

Yoshitsune Minamoto who was a younger 

brother of Yoritomo Minamoto, a founder of the 

Kamakura Shogunate. 

In the shrine ground there was a stub of big tree of which Yoshitsune Minamoto  

hanged his hat on a branch when he prayed for his fortune. 

 

Ferry at Hinokawa River   (日野川の渡し) 

During the Edo Period, there was no bridge over the Hinokawa River. Travelers and 

village people had to cross the river by ferry. People crossed the river by ferry when the 

river was swollen and walked on plates which were put on two ferries to cross the river 

when water level was low. 

A photo on the left shows the place where the ferry crossed the Hinokawa River during 

the Edo Period. The picture on the right is a landscape print of the Hinokawa River by 

Utagawa Hiroshige.  
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Musa-shuku Village  -  Stage    (武佐宿) 

Musa-shuku village was the 66th shukuba village (stage) from Edo (now Tokyo).   

It is now located in Omihachimann, Shiga Prefecture. Musa-shuku village had one 

Honjin, one Waki honjin, 23 Hatago, and a population of 537 during the Edo Period. 

 

Honjin of Musa-shuku :  (武佐宿本陣) 

 

      Ruin of Honjin’s gate 

A person who managed the Honjin had strong  

financial power in Musa-shuku village area. Now 

only a gate of the Honjin remains in this area. 

 

 

 

Waki-Honjin of Musa shuku:    (武佐宿脇本陣) 

 

A local community center was built up at ruin 

of the Waki-honjin. 

Only the gate of old waki-honjin remains here. 

 

Hatago inn:     (旅籠) 

 

Nakamura-ya hatago 

It is said that 23 hatago had existed in 

Musa-shuku village during the Edo Period. One 

of the hatago-inns, named Nakamura-ya has 

been running continuously in this area since the 

Edo Period. 

 

The photo shows an old house of the Ohashi 

family who had served as civil servants of 

the Musa-shukuba village. 
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Oiso-jinsha shrine     (奥石神社) 

 

 

The shrine was built in the forest. The main shrine 

was built up with a thatch roof. The shrine has been 

designated an important cultural property by the 

Japanese Government. 

 

 

Gokosho Town    (五個荘) 

Gokosho Town is the birthplace of the Omi merchants. The old Nakasendo Highway and 

the old Ise Road crossed around this area during the Edo Period. By taking up such a 

geographical advantage commercial businesses prospered in this area. 

             
                Old map of Gokosho area 

Echigawa-shuku Village  - Stage   (愛知川宿) 

Echigawa-shukuba village was the 65th shuku village from Edo (Tokyo) and now is 

located in Aiso-cho, Echi-gun, Shiga Prefecture.   

Echigawa-shuku village had one Honjin, one Waki honjin, 28 hatago, and 929 people 

during the Edo Period. 

 

 

A picture below shows the appearance of old 

houses which line along the old Nakasendo 

Highway.  The kosatsuba (高札場), the bulletin 

board indicating the information by Tokugawa 

Shogunate, was erected around that area 

 

Miyuki Bashi Bridge    (御幸橋) 
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Landscape 

of the old Echigawa bridge 

 

Echigawa River which is the largest river in 

this area runs at the west end of old 

Echigawa-shuku village. The Miyukibashi 

bridge currently spans the Echigawa River. 

However, village people and travelers had 

to cross the river on foot until the bridge 

was built 1831. Five men living in the 

Echigawa-shuku village built the bridge 

over the river and allowed anyone to cross 

the bridge with no charge. 

 

Japanese style Restaurant   (料亭) 

A hatago inn called the Takehiraro (竹平楼) 

has been running as a Japanese style 

restaurant in Echigawa-shuku village since 

1785. The Emperor Meiji took a rest in a room 

here during his reign. 

 

       

 

 

This section of the walk concludes here. 

 

Access 

Musa-shuku:  Musa Station 武佐駅 on the Omi Railway 近江鉄道 

Echigawa-shuku: Echigawa Station 愛知川駅 on the Omi Railway 近江鉄道 

 

 

Part 5: Echigawa-shuku to Takamiya-shuku, Toriimoto-shuku - 14.3km  

                  

 

Echigawa-shuku village  (Stage)  （愛知川宿） 
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Echigawa-shuku village was the 65th 

shukuba 

village along the Old Nakasendo Highway 

from Edo (now Tokyo) to Kyoto. It is located 

at in Aisou-chou, Echigun, Shiga Prefcture.   

 

      
 

Start from Echigawa-shuku village 

The previous leg ended at Echigawa-shuku.   

This fifth walking leg starts from the east end of Echigawa-shuku and ends at 

Toriimoto-shuku. A little after starting you will come to Utatsume Bridge which  

crosses the Utagawa River. Near the approach to the bridge there is a ruin of  

a grave mound for Masakado Taira who was one of local ruling family during Heian  

Period about 1100 years ago. 

 

Ruin of Mataju’s big house   (又十屋敷) 

 

 

This is an old residence of Kyubei Hujino who 

accumulated his wealth through kimono 

fabrics during the late Edo Period. 

 

 

Ishihata Ichiritsuka   (石畑一里塚) 

Ichititsuka was a mile post which was set up at 

3.9 km intervals along the Nakasendo High- 

way by Tokugawa Government.  

The Ishihata Ichiritsuka was the 121st  

Ichiritsuka from Edo. 

 

  

 

 

 

Pine tree-lined road.    (松並木道) 
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As you walk along this pine tree-lined road you can 

see the Suzuka Mountains in the distance. 

 

Takamiya-shuku Village   (高宮宿) 

Takamatsu-shuku village was the 64th shukuba village from Edo along the Nakasendo  

Highway.  It is located in Hikone City, Shiga Prefecture. 

During the Edo Period Takamiya-shuku village was the second biggest shukuba village  

among shukuba-villages along the Nakasendo Highway with one Honjin, two Waki-honjin,  

23 hatago, 3560 people, and 835 houses. The nearby Taga-jinsha Shrine which brought this 

shukuba village great prosperity. 

 

This picture was drawn by Hiroshige Utagawa who 

sketched the landscape of the Inukamikawa River 

and a bridge around the old Takamiya-shuku village.  

The bridge was called Muchin-hashi meaning  

“no charge bridge”, which meant that anyone  

was allowed to use the bridge free of charge  

because the bridge was constructed by donations 

from villagers. 

 

Ruins of Honjin in Takamiya-shuku village   (高宮宿旧本陣跡) 

Honjin were accommodation facilities at which only 

court nobles, district lords, and hatamoto (direct 

retainers of the Shogun) were allowed to stay  

overnight. The present honjin has been  

reconstructed for a private residence and only  

the old gate of honjin remains.     

 

 

 

Giant Torii of Taga-jinsha Shrine   (多賀神社大鳥居) 

 The giant 11m high / 8 m wide torii was located in the 

center of the old Takamiya-shuku village. During the 

Edo Period the Takamiya-shuku village became 

prosperous as the temple town of Taga-jinnsha 
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Shrine. 

The Taga-jinsha Shrine was erected 3.5 km south of 

the Taga Torii. Torii are usually erected at the 

entrance or on the approach to a shirine. 

 

Town of the present Takamiya-shuku village   (高宮宿町並み) 

Old houses are well preserved in this town along the Nakasendo Highway.  

An old-style paper lantern shop still runs their factory-business in this town.  

        

 

Toriimoto-shuku Village   (鳥居本宿) 

 

Toriimoto-shuku village was the 63rd shukuba 

village from Edo along the Nakasendo Highway 

with one Honjin, two Waki- 

honjin 35 hatago, 293 houses, and 1448 people 

during the Edo Period. This drawing of the 

landscape around Torimoto-shuku village was 

drawn by Hiroshige Utagawa. 

 

The appearance of Toriimoto-shuku village   (鳥居本宿の町並み) 

Around the old Toriimoto-shuku village 

there still remains some of images of  

its former prosperity.  

 

 

     

 

Masukata in Old Toriimoto-shuku Village  (鳥居本宿の升形) 

 The shukuba village was also constructed with 

the aim of defending the Tokugawa  

Government. In order to prevent infiltration by 
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enemy troops, the Tokugawa Government  

made a main road curved at right angles in each 

shukuba village. This was called a masukata. 

There is a shop at a corner of the masukata, 

which ran a start-up business during the Edo 

Period. The shop is still in business and sells 

traditional medicine.  

 

Raincoat shop    （雨合羽の店） 

The raincoat was the special local product in  

this area during the Edo Period. A shop selling old 

fashioned raincoats is still in business along 

Nakasendo Highway. 

     

 

 

This section of the walk concludes here. 

 

Access 

  Echigawa-shuku:  Echigawa Station on the Omi Railway 近江鉄道 

  Takamiya-shuku:  Takamiya Station on the Taga Line of the Omi Railway 近江鉄道 

  Toriimoto-shuku:   Toriimoto Station on the Omi Railway 近江鉄道 
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Part 6: Toriimoto-shuku to Imasu-shuku through Banba-shuk, Samei-shuku, 

and Imasu-shuku - 18.6km 

 

 

Toriimoto-shuku village  (Stage)  （鳥居本宿） 

 

 

Toriimoto-shuku village was the 63rd shukuba 

village along the Old Nakasendo Highway 

from Edo (now Tokyo) to Kyoto, of which  

had one Honjin, one Waki-honjin, 35 

hatago,  293 houses, and 1448 people during  

the Edo Period. Toriimoto-shuku is now located 

in Toriimoto-cho, Hikone, Shiga Prefecture (滋

賀県彦根市鳥居本町). 

 

Start from Toriimoto-shuku village 

The previous leg ended at Toriimoto-shuku. On this sixth leg, you will be starting from 

the east end of Toriimoto-shuku and travel through Banba-shuku, Samei-shuku, 

kashihara-shuku, and Imasu-shuku. Going eastward from Toriimoto-shuku you will join 

a mountain path and start to walk in the mountains for the first time since departing from 

Kyoto. 

 

Surihari Pass   (摺針峠)  

After a while you will come the Surihachi mountain pass. 

During the Edo Period there was a tea house where the Emperor Meiji rested whilst 

travelling through the pass. From the tea house visitors could see Lake Biwa. 

Unfortunately the tea house burned down in 1991. 

The drawing on the left by Hiroshige Utagawa shows how the tea house looked during 

the Edo Period. The photo on the right shows the present landscape. 

 

 

      

Coming down from the pass, you will arrive at Banba-shuku village. 
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Banba-shukuba Village  (番場宿) 

 

Banba-shuku village was the 62nd shukuba 

village from Edo (now Tokyo) along the  

Nakasendo Highway and now is located in at 

Maibara, Shiga Prefecture (滋賀県米原市). 

Banba-shuku village was about 3 km 

from the Toriimoto-shuku, and had  

one Honjin, one Waki honjin, 10 hatago, 178  

houses, and 808 people during the Edo Period. 

The Banba-shuku is still very popular among Japanese people because it was the 

location of the popular fiction novel “Mabuta-no Haha” (瞼の母). 

 

Kure-no-Ichiritsuka   (久礼の一里塚) 

On the way to the next shukuba village of Samei- 

shuku, there is a Kure-no-Ichiritsuka which 

was 118th Ichiritsuka from Edo.  

The ichiritsuka was a mile post which was set  

up at regular 3.9 km intervals along the 

Nakasendo Highway. 

 
     

 

Samei-shuku Village   (醒井縮) 

 

 

Samei-shuku village was 61st shukuba village 

along the Nakasendo Highway from Edo during  

the Edo Period and now is located in Maibara,  

Shiga Prefecture (滋賀県米原市).  

It was only 3.9 km east from the previous Banba 

shuku. There was one Honjin, one Waki honjin, 

11 hatago, 539 people, and 138 houses in the 

Samei-shuku village during the Edo Period. 
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The Samei-shuku area has been renowned for its 

clear spring water since the Edo Period.  

     
 

Kashihara Ichiritsuka  (柏原一里塚)  

 

On the way to Kashihawa-shuku village you can 

see the Kashihara Ichiritsuka – the 115th 

ichiritsuka along the Nakasendo Highway from 

Edo. 

The ichiritsuka was a mile post which was set up 

at regular intervals of 3.9 km along the 

Nakasendo Highway. 

 

Kashihara-Shuku Village    （柏原宿） 

Kashihara-shuku village was the 60th  shukuba village along the Nakasendo Highway 

during the Edo Period and is now located in Maibara, Shiga Prefecture (滋賀県米原市). 

It held one Honjin, one Waki honjin, 22 hatago, 344 houses, and 

1468 people during the Edo Period, making it the largest shukuba village in the area. 

 

Moxa Shop, Ibukido-Kameya   (伊吹堂亀屋)  

Kashihara-shuku village was noted for its excellent moxa product named Ibuki 

Moxa during the Edo Period. People, especially the elderly used to cauterize their skin  

with the moxa to treat their affected areas the Edo Period. The Moxa shop 

Ibukido-Kameya is still running in this area.  

                    

                      

The present day shop The shop as depicted by Hiroshige 

Utagawa. 

Ruins of Goshuku    （郷宿跡） 
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In the old Kashihara-shuku village you can find 

ruins of an old goshuku. The goshuku was 

a kind of accommodation facility like Honjin,  

Waki-honjin, and hatago-inn. 

The Goshuku was situated between the Waki- 

honjin and the Hatago, where only samurai  

and village headmen were allowed to stay 

overnight. 

 

Border between Omi Province and Mino Province  (近江、美濃の県境) 

Up until now you have been walking along Nakasendo Highway inside of Omi province (now 

Shiga Prefecture), now you are about the cross the border into Mino Province (now Gifu 

Prefecture). There was such a story during the Edo Period that two hatago inns named Kame-ya 

(inside of Omi) and Ryogoku-ya (inside of Mino) were operating at each side of the two provinces. 

Two visitors staying overnight talked over the border to each other whilst staying at the separate 

inns. Below on the right is the scene of border during the Edo Period. On the left is the present 

border. 

 

      

Imasu-shuku Village   (今須宿) 

 

 

 

Imasu-shuku village was the 59th shukuba  

village along the Nakasendo Highway from Edo 

(now Tokyo) and now is located at Sekigahara- 

cho, Fuwa-gun, Gifu Prefecture (岐阜不破原町).  

During the Edo Period there was one Honjin, two 

Waki-honjin, 13 hatago, 464 houses, and 1784 

people in Imasu-shuku village along with many 

sake breweries and shops which brought great 

prosperity to Imasu-shuku village.  
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However, almost all of these old building and  

structures no longer remain in Imasu-shuku 

village. Only the ruin of an old Tonyaba remains. A 

Tonyaba was a station where some labourers and 

horses were stationed to handle cargo for 

upper-class travelers including court nobles, 

officials and federal lords.  

 

This section of the walk concludes here. 

 

Access: 

Toriimoto-shuku:  Toriimoto Station on the Omi Railway 近江鉄道 

Banba-shuku:    JR Maibara Station on the JR Tokaido Line or Maibara Station on the Omi 

Railway 近江鉄道 

Samei-shuku:    Samegai Station on the JR Tokaido Line 

Kashihara-shuku:  Kashihara Station on the JR Tokaido Line. 

Imasu-shuku:      Midway between Kashihara station and Sekigahara Station on the JR 

Tokaido Line 
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Part 7:  Imasu-shuku to Akasaka-shuku through Sekigahara-shuku and 

Tarui-shuku  -  17.8 km   

  

 

Start from Imasu-shuku village 

The previous leg ended at Imasu-shuku.  On this seventh leg, you will start from the 

Imasu-shuku and go to the Sekigahara-shuku, Tarui-shuku, and Akasaka-shuku. 

 

Imasu-shuku village  (Stage)  (今須宿) 

 

Imasu-shuku village was the 59th shukuba  

village along Nakasendo Highway from Edo  

(now Tokyo) and now is located at 

Sekigahara-cho, Fuwa-gun, Gifu Prefecture 

(岐阜不破郡関ｹ原町).  

During the Edo Period there was one Honjin, 

two Waki-honjin, 13 hatago, 464 houses, and 

1784 people along with many sake breweries 

and shops. 

 

Ruin of Fuwa checking Station  (不破の関跡)  

The three checking stations of Fuwa (不破), Suzuka 

(鈴鹿), and Arachi (愛発) were built in 673 AD  

by the order of Emperor Tenmu in order to 

protect the capital city at that time. 

The Fuwa checking station was one of three 

checking points.  

              

 

 

Ruins of Sekigahara Historic Battlefield  (関ヶ原古戦場跡)  

 

 

Located away from the old Nakasendo Highway are 

the ruins of Sekigaha historic battlefield. The Battle of 

Sekigahara in 1600 was fought between the West 

army headed by Mitsunari Ishida and the East army 

headed by Ieyasu Tokugawa. The East army by 

Ieyasu Tokugawa won the battle, paving way for over 

250 years of rule by the Tokugawa Family. 
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Sekigahara-shuku Village  (関ヶ原宿) 

Sekigahara-shuku village was 58th shukuba village 

(stage) along the Nakasendo Highway from Edo 

(now Tokyo), which is now located in 

Sekigahara-cho, Fuwa-gun, Gifu Prefecture (岐阜

県不破郡関ｹ原町 ). The old Sekigahara-shuku 

village had one Honjin, one Waki honjin, 6 Tonyaba, 

33 hatago, 269 houses, and 1,329 people during 

the Edo Period.  

           

 

This was the largest shukuba village among the 16 shukuba villages in Mino Province 

due to it being situated at a crossroads between the Hokkoku Kaido and the Ise Kaido 

roads.. 

 

Tarui Ichiritsuka  (垂井一里塚) 

 

 

Between Sekigahara-shuku village and Tarui- 

Shuku village you will find the Tarui Ichiritssuka 

– the 107th Ichiritsuka along the Nakasendo 

Highway from Edo. 

An ichiritsuku was a marker (much like a mile 

post) was set up at regular intervals of 3.9 km 

along the Nakasendo Highway. 

The ichiri-zuku were set up at the beginning of the Edo Period by the Tokugawa 

Government and marked the distance from Edo. The Tarui Ichiritsuka was preserved in 

an original style and is assigned as one of national historical sites. 

 

Tarui-shuku village   (垂井宿) 

 

 

Tarui-shuku village was 57th shukuba village 

along Nakasendo Highway from Edo, which is 

now located at Tarui-cho, Fuwa-gun, Gifu 

prefecture ( 岐阜県不破郡垂井町). 

Tarui-shuku village had one Honjin, one Waki 

honjin, 27 hatago, 315 houses, and 1179 

people during the Edo period.  

The Tarui-shuku village was also on the old 

Mino Road which connected the Nakasendo 

Highway to the old Tokaido Highway. 
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Hatago inn Marukame-ya   (旅籠丸亀屋) 

The Hatago inn was built at the center of the 

old Tarui-shuku village 200 years ago at a 

masukata - a main road curved at right 

angle.  

                  

 

 

Gate of Waki honjin and Kosatsuba   (脇本陣門と高札場) 

There is also a gate of an old waki honjin at the east end of Tarui-shuku village. 

The gate was moved to this place from center of the old Tarui-shuku village during the 

Meiji Period. At left side of the gate there is what remains of a kosatsuba  - a 

contemporary public bulletin-board that was set up in each shukuba (stage) and each 

village by the Tokugawa Shogunate for travelers and villagers. 
 

 

 Akasaka-shuku village   (赤坂宿) 

 

Akasaka-shuku village was 56th shukuba village 

along the Nakasedo Highway from Edo (now 

Tokyo) during the Edo Period and is now located at 

Ogaki, Gifu Prefecture ( 岐 阜 県 大 垣 市 ).  

Akasaka-shuku village had one Honjin, one Waki 

honjin, 17 hatago, 292 houses, and 1129 people. 

 

 

This section of the walk concludes here. 

 

 

Access: 

Imasu-shuku village:  Midway between Kashihara Station and Sekigahara Station on the JR 

Tokaido Line Sekigahara-shuku village:  Sekigahara Station on the JR Tokaido Line 

Tarui-shuku village:        Tarui Station on the JR Tokaido Line 

 

 


